**ORANGE JOURNALS**

*KISSED BY THE SUN!*

- **NEW WAVE BC424**
  - Black textured flexicovers with wave stitching on spine (color matched), color edged pages (color matched), 6 colors, as low as $8.50

- **INDIE BC422**
  - Textured hardcover with clear window on cover, bookmark included (cool gray), 4 colors, as low as $11.65

- **SALSA BC416**
  - Flexible cover with imprinted bookmark, 6 colors, medium size, as low as $9.90

  Also available: pocket size as low as $5.80

- **CALYPSO BC415**
  - Smooth, flexible, leather-like cover, bright covers with black edged, 6 colors, medium size as low as $9.90

  Also available in pocket size as low as $6.20

- **DUET BC420**
  - Two-tone ultraflexi cover, perforated pages, 5 colors, medium size, as low as $7.70

  Also available in pocket and large size (inquire)

- **COOL BC401**
  - Smooth hardcover, pen loop, gusset pocket, elastic closure, medium size as low as $9.90

  Also available in pocket and large size (inquire)

• Includes one standard imprint: Blind Deboss or Foil Stamp
• Die charge: $65 v
• Pen: Add a blank pen: $1.35 (R)
  - (Hit #980 Venetian/black)
• Pens ship bulk not inserted

**More Customization Options:**
• Full-Color Promo-Page - $1.25/page (v)
• Additional Pages
  - (up to 8 pages: 4 double sided sheets) - add $.50/page (v)
• Belly-Band - $1.00 (v)
• Set-Ups - $40 (v)
• Gift Boxes and Sets available, inquire for details
• Additional pen options available, inquire for details

**Special Terms:**
Minimum Order: 50 pieces
Sample Policy: No Charge w/shipper #
Lead-Time: 10 day turnaround from proof approval
Rush service available
FOB: Delray Beach, FL 33444

ASI: 41010  PPAI: 218850  SAGE: 65718

thebookco.com